Industrial Design in Turkey: A Historical Segmentation in Policy, Industry and Design
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Abstract: As being one of the newly developing economies of the world, Turkey lately realized the contribution of industrial design to the government policies for a sustainable development. Two periods of industrialization in Turkish history which were characterized by their own patterns of production were separated by activities of Customs Union with EU in 1980's. Even after Customs Union, being unaware of the design scope; national development has been relied upon compartmentalized fields in industry, innovation, research and development where the integration problem was deteriorated by unstable economic and political situation. This article examines the dynamics that have influenced the emergence and maturation of industrial design in Turkey and the role of design policies which can successfully contribute to social and economic development that finally began to be situated in developmental strategies. In this progress, non-governmental institutions were the active role players for a bottom-to-up conduct and integration of design to government policies.

1. Introduction

In its most brief description, industrial design is an approach to design consumer products. The profession is routed in the philosophy and practice of the Crafts movement and Bauhaus in Europe. Its concern with the manufactured products by industrial processes was developed after Industrial Revolution, which is characterized by the mechanization of industry. Industrial Revolution became instrumental for the diversification and mass production of artifacts to satisfy the needs of growing population.

Heskett (1980) declares that industrial design emerged as an essential concern of commercial and industrial activity. Fry (1988) also argues that industrial design is an outcome of modern capitalism that is associated with mass production and sales. In today’s competitive global market, industrial design is treated as a strategic tool to build innovative concepts in materialization of artifacts in order to take an advantageous position in the market (Er, 1997). Hence, industrial design is considered as a strategic activity of industrialized market economies of the West and some South Asian countries like Japan and South Korea (Tezel, 2009).

Industrial design has been directly related to mass production and use processes of objects. The role of industrial design is not being a vehicle to satisfy the user by physical functionality, but it has been changed to be a strategic tool for the developing economies to compete in the globalized international market. Hence, industrial design needs to have two of its foot-holds to interact with each other to sustain the stand of the profession. In the developed countries which industrial design has been used as the infrastructure of the sustainable economy, national coordination has been provided between the means of economy, i.e. the politics, industry and education which produces research and development (Tezel, 2009).

Theoretical background of design policies has configured by the demand of International Council of Societies of Industrial Design (ICSID) and United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIDO) in 1970’s. Discourse of design policy enhanced by the recognition of design management as a unique study area (Er, 2002). Successful execution of design policies provided a competitive position to some South Asian countries in the global market. Having realized the significance of design to gain a competition in the global market, the interest to design policies increased in many developing countries. On the other hand, some of the developing countries, including Turkey, did not place design policies in their developmental strategies for a long time, since their relation to industrial and trade policies were not well established. However, recognition of industrial design in the developed countries was realized by the direct and indirect support of governments (Er, 1997).

According to Heskett (1999), policy is the description of principles, methods and goals in pursuit of certain developmental targets. Er (2002) defines policy as the governmental pressure to be applied to the shareholders until they appropriate them to reach to the economic and social goals. Design policies are executed effectively by creating the national design sources based on innovation and by directing them to industrial production.

As Giard (1996) emphasizes, design cannot be isolated from the other influential contexts. The context of design includes the political system, economic setting and social values. Hence, roots and progress of industrial design can only be examined through political, social and economic factors. In this context, this paper presents the history of main developments of industrial design in government policies and industry of Turkey. As the
methodology of the study, the interrelations of political system, social and economic dynamics of Turkey were investigated for the past sixty years, beginning from the early periods of industrialization of Turkey in 1950’s. The paper aims to draw up the integration problems of industrial design to government policy and industry, and evaluates the problems of coordination in between throughout Turkish history.

2. Emergence and Development of Profession

The emergence of industrial design in all of the peripheral countries realized in academic field rather than in professional practice (Fathers, 2003; Bonsiepe, 1991). The case was not different for Turkey. Long before industrial design introduced to Turkish industry, industrial design programs have been planned in higher education by the design communities in central countries in order to meet the future demand. Hence, industrial design education was neither a demand from domestic industry nor as an insight of internal dynamics for a future investment. In the early 1970’s, as a result of its nature of emergence, industrial design education started in higher education which was largely disconnected from the industry by means of sharing mutual knowledge and experiences. Industrial design education programs appeared first in Istanbul State School of Applied Fine Arts, and second in Middle East Technical University.

A crucial segmentation between training of design and industry in the forthcoming years rooted in various reasons. In the early developmental years of the profession, transfer of practice to the local industries could not be achieved. Before the establishment of Turkish Republic, small scale domestic industries were active, but Turkey was mainly an agrarian country. The first Ottoman factories were established by the Ottoman state. After establishment of Republic, Turkish state implemented a series of liberal policies, and turned to state production in 1930’s. However, the real expansion in state enterprises occurred in 1950’s. By the late 1950’s, the initial state of industrialization was already completed under the protectionist policies. The 1950’s witnessed significant growth in the number of industrial establishments. Industrial diversification occurred in consumption goods like food, leather, clothing and footwear industries. The growth of the large scale industries was accompanied by formation of workshops, many of which were integrated into production networks with larger firms. Practical applications of industrial design were difficult to emerge in Turkish industry for this period. Turkish industry was in the very early stage of formation and design was not being considered in the development theories on which Turkish state and outside funding agencies based their policies. These early years of development in Turkish industry were based on production oriented industrial system. Neither Turkish politics nor industry was aware of the fact that industrial design could be a tool of a developmental economic strategy (Er, 1994).

2.1. OUTER DYNAMICS AND EARLY DEVELOPMENTAL STRATEGIES

After World War II, based on an optimistic approach, the future and well-being of the humanity were the concern of global conjecture. Sustained development of the world was thought to be provided by economic integration and political stability across the global scale. The objective was to create a system of world economy that permits the underdeveloped countries to be institutionalize in the western style economic, politic and social order.

Emergence of industrial design in 1950’s and 1960’s in many peripheral countries was not a coincidence. Bonsiepe (1990) points out that the introduction of the design to the periphery was strongly related to the development paradigm of the central to impose ‘modernity’. Industrial design was regarded as the symbol of poverty alleviation to be brought by the developed economies to the periphery.

To understand the value of design as a tool of development, the political economy of design should be considered. What makes the design other than an individual practical activity is based on the power of design to create economic value. Design exhibits the ability to produce novel solutions to the existing alternatives, hence contribute to the designed artifacts by creating additive value. In the aggregate, design can be used as a driving force of economic growth and this economic significance situates design as a public policy object that is controlled by the government in pursuit of economic growth and development of society (Amir, 2004).

Including the other groups of developing countries, the first international approach for the introduction of industrial design in Turkey was started by U.S. government. In 1955, a program for some of the third world countries, which was parallel to the Marshall Plan was approved by the U.S. congress. The purpose of the program for periphery was to survey the craft based activities and to increase the competitiveness of these goods in the international market (Er and Langrish, 1993). However this early effort to introduce design and development to the local industries failed.

1960’s were the years that industrial production has been disciplined by state politics through five year development plans. State-led Turkish industry was characterized by the execution of import-substitution industrialization. Meanwhile, private capital was enthusiastic to take part in import-subsidized policy of Turkey.

The growing Turkish industry was symbolized by the first Turkish automobile ‘Devrim’, was an engineering project rather than a design effort which the parts were assembled by craft techniques. In that period, private sector investments were supported by foreign capital under license such as Ford Otosan, Dodge and BMC truck factories (Figure 1).
Although design was assumed to function as a developmental tool for the periphery, developed countries preferred to concentrate on capitalist and profit-motivated nature of design that provided the real benefit for themselves (Margolin, 2008). Hence Turkey was one of the examples of dependency with its foreign investments that was characterized by technological and financial reliance of Turkish economy to the capitalist countries. The formation of small scale industries were detracted from the import of raw materials and semi-finished products.

Whereas, Japan was the first country that realized the fact that if they were to develop their local industries, they would need their own designers. At the end of the 19th century, in Meiji era, Japan began to train its own designers. In 1950’s, they produced electronic devices and they defeated American television industry by their original products. Then they produced automobiles and they threaten American automotive sector by quality and pricing. Then South Korea began to produce electronic devices and automobiles and they held a significant international market share (Margolin, 2008).

In Turkey, early years of 1960’s witnessed the establishment of State Planning Organization (SPO) which was a state institute to be charged to plan and organize economic developmental strategies. However design was still not seen as an object of discourse in industrialization strategies. Public and legal recognition of industrial design was not available in Turkey in this embryonic phase of Turkish industrialization.

Design was mentioned first in 1972, in the 3rd Five Year Development Plan within the context of higher education planning of state developmental strategies. In that plan; design, technology, development and design practice were related to each other in a hierarchical order. The one who practice the profession, was called ‘designer and technology producer’ and they were expected to acquire the abilities of research making and creative thinking in graduate programs of higher education (Hasdoğan, 2009).

Throughout its history, industrialization in Turkey progressed in two phases, in which distinctive linkages between local industry and international economy influenced the texture of production. Until 1980’s, Turkish industry was far from competition of international market under protective barriers of import substitution. Turkish industry has been developed as a significant international market share (Margolin, 2008).

After some private industrial enterprises were established and they assembled consumer durable goods with imported technological know-how and foreign license (Er et al., 2003). Except some large enterprises, Turkish producer found copying the original foreign designs as an easy practice, since the domestic market was protected by the import substitution policies. Turkish consumer was ready to demand whatever proposed in the domestic market which was free from the foreign competitors. Hence, neither there was a need to introduce design scope in the production stage nor it was demanded by the Turkish consumer in the use stage (Asatekin, 1994).

2.2. CUSTOMS UNION AND EXPORT-ORIENTED INDUSTRIALIZATION

Turkey’s liberalization efforts which were participated by export-lead growth strategy started after 1980’s. New government policies helped to develop a private sector of small and medium-sized enterprises. Though export-oriented industrialization and liberalization policies left an open space for design as a strategic tool, Turkish policy was unaware of the critical role of design in price and quality based competitiveness for international market economy.

Before design integrated policies appeared in government developmental strategies, propagation of design started by the establishment of a non-governmental organization, Industrial Designers Society of Turkey in 1988. The purpose of the organization was to promote industrial design to the Turkish public, to provide communication and solidarity among designers and to defend the rights and responsibilities of the profession (Hasdoğan, 2009).

In the 6th Five Year Development Plan of Turkey that covers 1990-1994 (State Planning Organization, 1989), ‘product design’ in industry called together with research and development activities. For the first time, design was referred as an activity to increase export opportunities and enhance the competitiveness in the global market. Unfortunately, Turkey underwent an economic crisis in 1994 which impeded the economic development and delayed the political commitment to apply the taken decisions (State Planning Organization, 1995). On the other hand, signing the membership to the Custom Union in 1995 compelled Turkish producer to compete with foreign companies with more value added products, especially in electronics, consumer durables, vehicles and transport equipment (Çakmakçı, 2005). This competition and struggle against the economic crisis could not be pursued without innovative power of design.

1990’s were the years that small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in Turkish market reached the highest percentage (%99.8) of total enterprises which accounted for %26.5 of the value-added sectors and only %10 of the exports (OECD, 2004). Many studies indicate that Turkish SMEs are below the EU-OECD average in terms of knowledge and financing (Gümüşlioğlu and Elçi, 2009). Even today SMEs are too weak to invest in design and pay-off for that investment seems to occur in long term.

2.3. DESIGN RELATED PROGRESSES

Although Turkey experienced sequential economic crises between 1994 and 2001, this period was also the most active period that government has been interested in design oriented policies. Depending on Custom Union Agreement, concordance laws encompass intellectual property rights legislation. Later in 1995, a governmental decision about protection of product designs was accepted and Turkish Patent Institute (TPE) began to register product designs. Design registry system was one of the most important contributions of the government to develop a design policy in that period (Hasdoğan, 2009; Ersayın, 2009).

Although science and technology policy making practices were applied as early as 1960’s in Turkey, it was in mid-1990 that innovation subject has started to be discussed. Depending on
EU’s “Green Paper on Innovation” declaration (European Commission, 1995), Turkish government initiated the establishment of the National Innovation System which aims to coordinate the operation of institutions to carryout scientific and technological research. The results of this research would be transformed into the economic and social benefit. While The Supreme Council of Science and Technology (TÜBİTAK) was the highest level policy coordination body for innovation, a large number of dynamic private and non-governmental organizations contributed to the innovation system. Turkish Exports Assembly (TİM), The Union Chambers on Commodity Exchanges of Turkey (TOBB), Export Promotion Center of Turkey (İGEMİ), The Turkish Industrialists’ and Businessmen’s Associations (TÜSİAD), Turkish Patent Institute (TPE), The Supreme Council of Science and Technology (TÜBİTAK) and Technology Development Foundation of Turkey (TİDEP) are some of the examples of these innovation intermediaries. In recent years, these organizations have been providing immense awareness in innovation. However, they do not have a broad scope and understanding on design (Er and Er, 2004).

2000’s witnessed further actions taken by the government to integrate industrial design within industrial development strategies. Governmental institutions began to become shareholders of design promotion programs and they contributed to finance of design events. The 8th Five Year Development Plan that covers 2001-2005 encompasses the strategies based on development of new designs and brand making instead of relying on low wage labor and price competition in global market (State Planning Organization, 2001). According to new government policy, research and development programs have been promoted in certain production sectors alongside patent an industrial design registry system.

Relying on export oriented governmental grant in aid, Undersecretariat of the Prime Minister for Foreign Trade (DTM) notified and series of design promotion activities beginning on 2006. Employment of designers and design consultancy has been supported according to these notifications. Additionally, Turkish Exporters Assembly (TİM) started a promotion activity to support companies, offices and associations of designers to finance their activities in abroad. For all these design initiatives, Industrial Designers Society of Turkey (ETMK) has been the loyal contributor to all design promotion efforts that increased the awareness of industrial design in Turkish society. Due to those support activities, the number of design exhibitions and competitions increased. Since 2008, Design Turkey, a national design award system which aims to encourage qualified design and guide the strategies of Turkish industry has been arranged by ETMK with cooperation of governmental and non-governmental institutions.

A long-lasting economic crisis which started in 2008 has stood as an impediment to implement the developmental policies. However, Turkish Design Council which was the most conspicuous initiative of the government was established by the decision of the Council of Ministers in 2009. The aim of Turkish Design Council was to provide the coordination to enhance competitiveness by value added products, to accommodate collaboration between designers and industry and to develop the image of Turkish design in international market.

The 9th Five Year Development Plan covering 2007-2013 encompasses the clustering strategies for the establishment of collective design, production, research and development centers for industrial regions and SMEs (State Planning Organization, 2006). It appears that Small and Medium Industry Development Organization (KOSGEB) aims to develop technological skills of SMEs, improves training and access to use of design information, provide financial mechanisms so that SMEs can invest on design (OECD, 2004).

3. Evaluation of Current Situation

Increase in quality and quantity of design activities and being shared those activities by governmental stakeholders are promising for the future. In spite of the initiation of political debate on industrial design; weak economic environment, coordination problems in implementation, insufficient governance of design policies has been the major drawbacks to create conducive climate for an integrated development.

South Asian countries who implemented design policy for economic development were found to invest on knowledge production and dissemination. Turkey needs an urgent need to improve its educational and knowledge production capacity. Not only for industrial design but also the other disciplines, quality and quantity of graduates from higher education need to be determined according to potential demand of industrial field.

In order to prevent segmentation in various factors of development, two pillars of knowledge investment, knowledge production and knowledge dissemination should be well implemented. Knowledge production is conducted by research and development (R&D) activities and R&D facilities are mostly located in universities and governmental institutions, but not widely in industrial private enterprises (OECD, 2004). However, commercialization of research results is low in Turkey. Clustering and networking is crucial for knowledge and design dissemination both for organized industrial regions and for SMEs. The challenge is to activate the R&D institutions and universities to collaborate with industry for knowledge exchange. For the integration, policies that create mutual benefits and incentives between the actors can be implemented by the government.

As already began in mid-1990’s, government should continue to raise the awareness of design in enterprises and society. Financial supports and being active partners of design activities enhance the awareness of design and promotes the design discourse in various fields.

4. Conclusion

The early developmental paradigm was mainly focused on economic advancement which has been guided by the most industrialized countries. However, definition of development has shifted to a larger context based on human well-being in which economic infrastructure is just a part of it (Amir, 2004). Now it is known that economic problems of peripheral countries cannot be solved through designing low-cost products, low-wage laboring, and the like. New developmental paradigm acknowledges the other concerns like health, culture, social equity and education among others. Sustainable development is a challenge for societies that require them to accept ethical consumerism and respect to the others. Multiple factors have to be integrated such as trade, technology transfer, collaboration among disciplines, cultural expansion and knowledge production that affect the conditions for development.

Where does design stand in this large scale picture of developmental paradigm? In the past 50 years of Turkish developmental history, an apparent segmentation has observed in governmental policies concerned about industrial, administrative and knowledge production strategies. Investments on science and technology have been made since 1960’s, but innovation and
design related initiatives were started in mid 1990’s. While science and technology cannot be accepted only the concern of engineering, industrial development cannot be tied only to manufacturing strategies and financial dispositions. A comprehensive model of development should embrace design policy which is further than materiality of industrial design to increase economic competitiveness.

Developed economies of the world shifted from industrial manufacturing to knowledge production, service creation and innovation. Significance of innovation in today’s business world and its contribution to economic success has been discovered in the examples of South Asian countries like South Korea, Japan and Thailand. Economic growth and social well-being of these countries have been relied upon innovation oriented design strategies which were coordinated by governmental policies. Innovation related activities are emerging as a significant part of many disciplinary functions, not only in science and technology, but also in business, manufacturing and services. Some argue that creativity in particular is the leading way of thinking to innovation (Florida, 2003), while some others contemplate that design thinking has more integrated in business processes through innovation oriented nature of the discipline (Dunne and Martin, 2006; Brown, 2008).

Innovation oriented nature of design leads to new forms of value in various disciplines. The contribution of design thinking to business, technology, communication and services can cause macro level effects and enables social, cultural and economic development. Some of the newly developing economies, including Turkey, have disregarded design policy since there wasn’t any infrastructure that explains the contribution of design to development and betterment of society. Additionally, design thinking in a society requires maturation similar to development of its economy, administration and services. However, governmental policies are the main coordinator in the progress. Coherent implementation of strategies in different fields of work and involving consultation of key stakeholders at all stages should be in place to integrate into a sustainable development.
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